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Cook landing at Botany Bay. Their journey was ostensibly a scientific expeditionâ€”they were charged with
sailing to Tahiti to observe the transit of Venus across the face of the sunâ€”but it also had a hidden military
agenda. The explorer followed orders and sailed south to the 40th parallel, but found no evidence of the fabled
continent. He then turned west and circled New Zealand, proving it was a pair of islands and not connected to
a larger landmass. Cook would later resume his search for the Southern Continent during his second
circumnavigation of the globe in the early s, and came tantalizingly close to sighting Antarctica before pack
ice forced him to turn back. His ship Endeavour nearly sank on the Great Barrier Reef. After landing in
Australia during his first voyage, Cook pointed his ship north and headed for the Dutch seaport of Batavia.
Because he was in unmapped territory, he had no idea he was sailing directly into the razor-sharp coral
formations of the Great Barrier Reef. On June 11, , his ship Endeavour slammed into a coral reef and began
taking on water, endangering both his crew and his priceless charts of his Pacific discoveries. They even used
an old sail to try and plug a hole in their hull. After more than 20 desperate hours, they finally stopped the leak
and limped toward the Australian coast. It would take Cook nearly two months of repairs to make his ship
seaworthy again. Cook helped pioneer new methods for warding off scurvy. In the 18th century, the specter of
scurvyâ€”a disease caused by a lack of vitamin Câ€”loomed over every long distance sea voyage. Cook,
however, managed to keep all three of his expeditions nearly scurvy-free. This was partially because of his
obsession with procuring fresh food at each of his stops, but many have also credited his good fortune to an
unlikely source: His only problem was getting his crew to eat it. When the enlisted men saw their superiors
eating it, they assumed it was a delicacy and requested some for themselves. In July , a squadron of Spanish
vessels briefly detained his ships, only to release them after they realized Cook in command. He searched for
the Northwest Passage. In , a year-old Cook set sail on his third voyage of discoveryâ€”this time a search for
the elusive Northwest Passage in the Arctic. After traveling halfway around the world, he led the ships HMS
Resolution and Discovery on a perilous survey of the upper coasts of western Canada and Alaska. Cook came
within 50 miles of the western entrance to the passage, but his attempts to locate it were ultimately thwarted
by freezing weather, violent currents and heavy ice floes in the Bering Sea. When the extreme conditions
drove his crew to the brink of mutiny, Cook reluctantly turned south for the summer. He would die before he
had a chance to resume his search. Natives mistook him for a god when he landed in the Hawaiian Islands. He
suffered a grisly death. While docked for repairs in Hawaii in February , Cook became enraged after a group
of natives stole a cutter ship from one of his boats. A Hawaiian warrior then brandished a knifeâ€”a gift from
Cookâ€”and plunged it into his back. Cook fell into the surf and was repeatedly stabbed and bashed with
rocks. After he perished, the Hawaiians ritualistically prepared his corpse as they would that of a king. They
preserved his hands in sea salt, then roasted the rest of his body in a pit before cleaning his bones. NASA
named spacecraft after his ships. Cook explored and mapped more territory than any navigator of his era, and
his achievements later saw him honored by NASA. When the shuttle Discovery made its final space flight in ,
its crew carried a special medallion made by the Royal Society in honor of Cook.
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To avoid sinking, all the crew and stores had to be offloaded in order to free the "Endeavour" from the reef.
Cook needed to find safe waters, and fast, so he sailed his damaged ton vessel into the closest river he could
find. It was here that his crew of 87 men, some of whom all Australians are familiar with, like Banks,
Solander, Hicks and Monkhouse, were evacuated to the shore and told to make camp in order to assist with the
massive task of repairing the hull of their crippled ship. He later named the river "Endeavour" after the great
vessel whose life it saved. It was the only river in Australia that he would name. Life began in a simple
thatched cottage in North Yorkshire, England on 27 October Born the son of a Scottish farmer and his
Yorkshire wife, James received basic schooling at home in Marton. In , James left home. Scottowe arranged
work for him in the fishing village of Staithes. Eighteen months later, James decided his future lay in the
maritime service and not the world of commerce. On the eve of obtaining command of a collier, he left the
merchant service to join the Royal Navy. As a natural navigator and leader, he rose rapidly through the ranks.
In those days, rarely were sons of the working class considered for promotion. His voyage to Canadian waters
was to alter that philosophy. He was promoted to lieutenant and began preparations for his voyage of
discovery aboard the Endeavour. In the following 3 years, Cook observed and recorded the transit of Venus at
Tahiti, charted the coast of New Zealand, the east coast of Australia and part of the southern coast of New
Guinea. The voyage through the Great Barrier reef was challenging and dangerous. In June , the Endeavour
grounded on an uncharted reef. Cook beached the ship in the sheltered waters of what he later named the
Endeavour River. Seven weeks later he and his crew continued their northward course. Cook embarked on the
second voyage with two ships, the Resolution and the Adventure in Returning to the Pacific region, he skirted
the Antarctic ice fields, visited Tahiti and the New Hebrides and discovered and charted New Caledonia. After
covering a distance equal to three circumnavigations of the globe in just under three years, Cook returned to
England. He was charged with discovering a new trading route to the East Indies via the top of North America.
It was on this fateful mission, at a provisioning stop in Hawaii, that he was slain by natives, on 14 February
His remains were returned to the crew and he was buried in the waters of Kealakekun Bay. Cook embraced the
pioneering spirit wholeheartedly. He dedicated his life and career to exploration and the expansion of
scientific and geographic knowledge. Cooktown Library Publication,
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Two hundred forty-five years after he landed in Australia, learn 10 surprising facts about the explorer who vowed to sail
"as far as I think it possible for man to go." 1. Cook joined the.
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